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ABSTRACT

The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3computer code is des ig_led to describe the

overall reactorcoolant system (RCS)ther_lal..hydraulicresponse,core

damage progression,and fissionproductrelease and transportduring

severe accidents. The code is being developedat the Idaho National

EngineeringLaboratory (INEL)under the primarysponsorshipof the

Office of Nuclear RegulatoryResearchof the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC). Code developmentactivitiesare currentlyfocused

on three main areas - {a) code usability,(b) early phase melt

progressionmodel improvements,and (c) advancedreactor

thermal-hydraulicmodel extensions. This paper describesthe first

two activities. A companionpaper describesthe advancedreactor

model improvementsbeing performedunder RELAP5/MOD3funding.

Introduction

The SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3computer code is designed to describethe overall

reactorcoolant system (RCS) thermal-hydraulicresponse,core damage

progression,and fission product releaseand transportduring severe

accidentsup to the point of reactorvessel or system failure 1,2. The

code is being developed at the Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory

(INEL) under the primary sponsorshipof the Office of Nuclear Regulatory

Research of the U.S. NuclearRegulatoryCommission (NRC). The code also

includesmodels developedby the U.S. Departmentof Energy.

SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3[lx]b, created in January, 1991, representsa merger of

a Work supportedby the U.S. Nuclear regulatoryCommission,Office of
Research,under DOE Contract No. DE-ACOl-761D01570.

b The number _n brackets, [7x], representsthe configurationcontrol

number asslgnedto each code version for quality assurancepurposes, r/_
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the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2damage progressionand fission producttransport and

depositionmodels with RELAP/HOD3thermal-hydraulics. A systematiccode

developmentalassessmenteffort is now underway for both the RELAPS/MOD3

thermal-hydraulicmodels and the SCDAP early phase damage progression

models3,4. As a result of the assessmentcompletedthus far,

SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3[Tx]was frozen in May and released to a limitednumber

of organizationsfor beta testing and independentassessment. At that

time, code improvementactivitieswere also initiatedto incorporatecode

improvementswhere the assessmenthad indicatedthat deficiencies

existed. These developmentactivitiesare currentlyfocused on three main

areas - (a) code usability, (b) early phase melt progressionmodel

improvements,and (c) advancedreactor thermal-hydraulicmodel

extensions. This paper describesthe resultsof the first two

activities. A companionpaper5 describesthe advancedreactor

thermal-hydraulicmodel improvements.

Code Usabi lity Improvements

Specific requirementsand prioritiesfor code usability improvementswere

identifiedfrom a series of user surveysand the initialresults of an

independentpeer review of the code. These improvementsare focused

primarily on the reductionof overallanalysis costs associatedwith plant

system analysis or the additionof specific user requestedfeatures. They

include (a) changes to reduce numericalinstabilitiesand water property

or other state failures, (b) changes in input/outputprocessing to reduce

user errors and to compress output files, and (c) the addition of a data

link between SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3,PATRAN,and ABAQUS.

The changes in the code to reduce numerical instabilitiesand other code

failures have dramaticallyimprovedthe cverallreliabilityof the code

for many types of problems. In addition,in those problems where the code

had previouslyreduced the time steps to unacceptablevalues to insure

code stability,these changes have resulted in substantialreductionsin

overall run times. The most importantchanges in this category include

(a) a better treatmentof the influenceof noncondensibleson phase

appearanceand disappearance,(b) time smoothingoptions for the explicit
2
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coupling between radiationheat transfer and hydrodynamicsmodels, and (c)

elimination of the discontinuities in thermal-hydraulic constitutive

models for many types of problems.

Changes in code input and output have includedthe (a) conversionof all

the input to the RELAP5 free form, numberedcard format, (b) addition of

extensive input error checking, (c) additionof input range checking and

best estimatedefaults, (d) additionof options for automaticdata

compressionfor restartplot files, and (e) more descriptiveoutput. As a

result of the changes in code input,the time requiredto set up and

qualify an input deck has been substantiallyreducedsince a majority of

actual and potentialerrors c:n be identifiedin a single input test run.

In addition,the code will automaticallysubstitutebest estimate default

values for selected model input based upon the resultsof code-to-data

comparisonsperformedas part of the code assessmentactivities. However,

the user can override the default values for sensitivityruns to evaluate

the influenceof modeling uncertaintieson overall calculations. The

additionof the restart plot compressionoptions was the most notable

change in the output process° These options can reduce the size of the

output file and disk storage requirementssubstantially,in some cases by

as much as a factor of 5.

The data link betweenSCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3,PATRAN,and ABAQUS has been added

to the code as a user option. This option was developedto supportthe

NRC's Lower Head Failure Program6 and was intendedprimarilyto allow

the detailed thermal and structuralanalysisof the lower head. This

option can be used to analyze structuresthroughoutthe system,however.

An example of the possible applicationof this link is shown in FiguresI

and 2. In this example, the user uses the generalpurpose PATRAN code to

build the thermal and structuralmeshes for a detailed2D analysisof

debris and associatedlower head structures. The resultingthermalmesh

is then used to create the input for the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3detailedCOUPLE

model using the INEL-developedPAT2SR5code while the structuralmesh is

processedfor input into ABAQUS. The COUPLEmodel is then used to perform

the detailed thermal analysisof the debris and lower head. This analysis

can include (a) time dependentaccumulationof debris, (b) 2D heat
3
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Figure 2. Two-dimensionaldisplay of thermal and structuralanalysis

results.
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conductionwithin the debris bed and associatedstructures,(c) dryout or

quench (rubblebed only), and (d) molten pool formationand growth. The

resultingtemperatureresponse can then be used in the ABAQUS structural

analysis. As shown in Figure 2, PATRANcan then be used to display the

resultsfrom both the SCDAP/RELAP5and ABAQUS.

Earlj Phase Model Improvements

As described in a previousWater ReactorSafety Meetingpaper[4] and

subsequentreport[7],a systematicassessmentof the SCDAP/RELAP5models

has been underway since the summerof 1992. That assessment,which has

includedcode-to-datacomparisonsfor SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3and earlier

versions of the code, has thus far focused upon the early phases of an

accident where a wide range of experimentresultsare available. These

early phase code-to-datacomparisonshave indicatedthat SCDAP/RELAP5can

describe many of the importantfeatures of the experiments. Specifically,

it has been concludedthat:

I. The thermal responseof the early phase experiments,including

variations in timing as well as magnitude, could typicallybe

predictedwithin ±20 % with a few outliers in the ±40 % range.

The ballooningand rupturecould typicallybe predictedto a few

percent. The hydrogenproductionhad the worst overall

agreement,particularlyduring bundle reflood,with a variation

up to a factor of two. The general trends of the melt

relocation,amount of material liquefiedand locationof the

blockage regions,could be predictedbut qualitativeestimates

were still limitedby the availabilityof data.

2. Some features of the experimentscould not be adequately

predicted including(a) the renewedhydrogenproduction,heating

and melting during reflood, (b) the influenceof material

interactionsbetween the fuel rod, controlrod/blade,and

structuralmaterials, (c) flow diversionsdue to changes in

geometry, (d) rivuletand free droplet flow of liquefiedfuel rod

materials, (e) oxidationof the insideof unpressurizedfuel rod
5



cladding, (f) the oxidation of relocating material or material

that has formed a cohesive blockage, and (g) the porosity of

frozen melt and the relocation of ceramic fuel rod material.

As a result of that assessment, work was started in improving the models

where they were shown to be deficient. Of the seven areas noted above,

model improvements have been completed for (a) renewed hydrogen

production, heating, and melting during reflood, (b) interactions between

Inconel spacer grids-Zircaloy cladding and BWRB4C, stainless steel

control blade, Zircaloy channel boxes, and (c) the influence of cold walls

upon the flow diversions associated with changes in geometry. Work was

started on the interactions between (a) Ag-ln-Cd control material,

stainless steel, and Zircaloy and (b) rivulet and free droplet flow of
liquefied fuel rod materials.

As shown on Figures3 and 4, experimentsperformedin the CORA facility in

Germany7'8'9 have shown that the refloodingof a hot, damaged bundle can

have a dramatic influenceon the hydrogenproduction and heatingof the

bundle. Figure 3 shows the resultsfrom a PWR bundle test, CORA-12,while

Figure 4 shows the results from two BWR bundle tests, CORA-I6 and

CORA-17. CORA-12was an electricallyheated bundle with a 25 rod array

consistingof fuel rods, electricallyheated fuel rod sim_tors, and

Ag-ln-Cd control rod. The power in the bundle was increa: linearlywith

time until indicatedtemperat_es exceeded the m_Iting pof of Zircaloy,-._

at a time of -4900 s, the power was then decreased,resulting in the

initialcooling of the bundle. Then at -5100 s, the bundle was quenched.

The resulting spike in the hydrogen and temperaturesat 50 and 1250 mm

where bundle thermocoupleswere still operationalis obvious. The same

trend was shown in the CORA-17 experiment.,In this case, the bundle was

composed of BWR structures,fuel rods, electricallyheated fuel rod

simulators,Zircaloy channel, and B4C controlblade segment. By way of

contrast, the hydrogen productionfor the CORA-16 test is also shown.

Both CORA-16 and CORA-17were subjectedto the same heatup and melting

transient. However,the bundle in CORA-16was slowly cooled while the
CORA-17 bundle was quenched.
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However, during the analysis of these experiments,it was found that the

existing SCDAP/RELAP5models could not predict such a rapid increase in

oxidation during reflood° In fact, the models consistentlyunderpredicted

the oxidationduring the refloodphase of the experimentsby nearly a

factor of two. In the originalmodels, it was assumedthat, during

reflood, the fuel rods would shatter, exposingunoxidizedZircaloy and

forming a loose rubble debris bed, if two basic criteriawas satisfied.

First, the claddingwas sufficientlyoxidizedthat the claddinghad become

embrittledusing a criteriadevelopedby Kassnerand ChungI0. That is,

the remaining,relativelyoxygen free (<0.9 wt %), beta layer of the

Zircaloycladding had a thicknessless than 0.1 mm. Second,the fuel rods

were cooled below 1270 K where it was expected that the oxide was no

longer ductiledue to a phase transition in the ZrO2.

Consequently,the SCDAP/RELAP5models were changedusing the basic

concepts illustrated in Figure 5. lt was still assumedthat the fuel rods

would shatter using the same criteria as before. However, an additional

region was added where the protectiveoxide could spall or shatter leaving

a fresh unoxidized surfaceof metallic Zircaloy. The region would form,

based upon an analysis of the availabledata, if the coolingrate was

greater than 2 K/S and the temperatureof the oxide fell below 1560 K. In

addition,a vapor limiteddiffusionmodel was added using a heat/mass

transfer analogy to limit the maximum rate of oxidationwhen the hot

metallic surfacewas exposed to steam. Although a detailed assessmentof

this model has not been completed,results of verificationtesting11

indicatesthat the predictedtrends are correct.

The CORA, and other separateeffects, experimentsperformedin Germany12

also show that grid spacers have a pronounced impacton the relocationand

freezingof liquefiedmaterial and relocationof loose debris. As shown

in sketchesof the end state of severalCORA experiments,Figure 6, the

grid spacers act as barriers to the relocationof liquefiedmaterial and

loose debris. In addition,Inconelspacer grids can also chemically

interactwith the Zircaloycladding to form relativelylow melting

temperaturealloys. These interactionscan occur quickly as the

temperaturesare increasedwith complete liquefactionof the material in
8
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the location of the interactionsat a temperaturenear 1500 K.

To account for these effects, the spacer grid models in SCDAP/RELAP5were

modified to account for the stored energy associated with the grid as well

as the interactions between Inconel and Zircaloy. These models are

described in detail by Siefken 13. However, the key features of the

models are shown on Figure 7. The Inconel spacer grid model is the most

elaborate due to the incorporation of reaction kinetics correlations that

define the rate of chemical interactions between the grid and the adjacent

cladding. These correlations use a parabolic rate equation with

exponential temperature dependence. These correlations also account for

the rate limiting effect of an initial protective oxide layer. The

interactions are assumed to proceed initially with the formation of a pin

hole failure in the cladding at the point of contact between the spacer

grid and cladding. The interactions will then spread from that point

radially until the grid is completely liquefied. Both Zircaloy and

Inconel spacer grids can also act as barriers to the downward relocation

of liquefied or loose debris_ In this case, the thermal mass of the grid

I_/
i _,_ Fuel rod Model Features

Grid I _--- | • KfKreaction kinetics

spacer _ ___ _1 Protective oxide considered
Parabolic rate with exponential

_i__/e'_ ...... Area of fuel temperaturedependence_ rod surface • Cladding failure
_,_ -> wetted by - itial pin hole_ - In failure

liquefied grid - Extensive cladding liquefaction
spacer.

• Stored energy of melt / spacer

MO/3 BDR,0392 01

Figure 7. Features of the new Inconel spacer grid-Zircaloy cladding

interaction model.
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spacers are included in the event that the grid, adjacentcladding,and

overlyingdebris or melt continue to heat up and eventuallyrelocate

downward. Initialassessmentof the new model using the results from the

CORA-7 experiment14 indicatesthat the new model results in a prediction

of melt relocationbehavior in much better agreementwith the test.

BWR heating and melting experimentsin the Annular Core Research Reactor

(ACRR)15,16 and in the CORA facility7'8'9'17 also showed that the

interactionsbetween the B4C controlmaterial,stainlesssteel cladding

and sheath material,and the channelbox Zircaloydominatedthe initial

liquefactionand relocationof the BWR controlblade and channel box.

However, these structureswere originallymodeled using two separate

componentmodels. A B4C/stainlesssteel controlrod/bladecomponentwas

used to representthe BWR contFol blade while a general slab model was

used to representthe channelbox. Because of this approach,the

interactionsbetween the control blade and adjacentchannelbox could not

be properly addressed. To r_solvethis pfoblem, a new componentmodel has

been added to the code which representsthe BWR specificcombined channel

box and control blade geometry. This model was developedby Oak Ridge

National Laboratory18 and includes (a) a representationof the control

blade and channel box segmentsadjacentto the controlblade and open

intersticialgap, (b) interactionsbetween the B4C, stainlesssteel

cladding and sheath, and the Zircaloy channelbox, (c) oxidationof the

stainlesssteel, Zircaloy,and B4C, and (d) liquefactionand relocation

of the component structures. The model allows for different flow

conditions in the interstitialregion and fuel assemblyusing the RELAP5

thermal-hydraulicsmodels and correlations.

The analysis of the LOFT FP-2 test with SCDAP/RELAP519'20provided the

first indicationthat the flow diversiondue to changes in core geometry

could be importanteven during the initialchange in geometry due to fuel

rod ballooning. As shown in Figure 8, which shows the calculatedand

measured temperaturesin the central fuel assemblyof the LOFT core,

calculationseither includingor not includingthe influenceof flow

diversionsdue to fuel rod ballooningtended to bound the measured

temperaturerespons_ of the assembly,but resulted in a substantialchange
11
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Figure 8. Calculatedand measured temperaturesfor the LOFT FP-2 core

central fuel assembly.

in the predictedtemperatures. Further analysis indicatedthat .the

insulatedshroud surroundingthe central assembly had a substantialimpact

on the predictedbehavior of the core. As shown in the schematicof the

left hand side of Figure 9, the initialcalculationswere performedusing

a two flow channel core model due to limitationsin couplingbetween the

SCDAP/RELAP5radiationheat transfer and hydrodynamicsmodels. As a

result, the radial temperaturesin the central fuel assembly,fuel rod

ballooning,and melt relocation were predictedto be relativelyuniform

across the assembly. The resultingpredictedflow diversionwas then from

the central assemblyto the outer assemblies. Yet, the experimental

results showed that the fuel rod temperaturesadjacentto the unheated

shroud were significantlylower than those in the inner part of the

assembly. As a result, as shown in Figure 10, the peak rod temperatures,

and associatedformation of blockagesdue to the melting of the assembly

were concentratedin the center of the assembly.

Because of this result, the coupling betweenthe radiationheat transfer
12
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and hydrodynamicsmodels was modified to allow multiple flow channel

within a single radiationenclosure. Initialanalysiswith these changes

and using a more representativeset of flow channels in the central

assembly indicatedthat such a radial nodalizationmore accurately

predictedthe temperaturedistribution,fuel rod ballooning,and

melting-inducedblockagenear a cold wall. In the case of the LOFT

analysis,the mov'edetailed representationof the flow channels and fuel

rod behavior in the central fuel assembly resulted in a reductionin the

average flow blockageand associatedflow diversionto the outer

assemblies as shown in the right hand schematicof Figure g. Additional

LOFT calculationsare currentlyunderway to better quantify the influen__

of the new modeling capability.

The CORA and earlier single rod heatup and meltingexperimentsin the

German NEILS facility21,22 also clearly identifiedthat the initial

relocation of fuel rod materials associatedwith the dissolutionof UO2

by molten Zircaloy occurs as rivuletsand free fallingdroplets. Figure

11, taken from tests conductedin NEILS in Helium, shows the initial

formationof rivulets of liquefiedfuel rod material. Although the

presence of steam, as shown in Figure 12, confused the image of the

process,more recent CORA experimentsalso show the formationof rivulets

and free falling drops in the presenceof steam once significantamounts

of liquefiedmaterial have been formed. This is shown in figure 13, which

is a composite of data developed from videos taken for PWR and BWR

experimentsin
CORAB. Becauseof the graphicevidence from recent CORA

experiments,work has b_n started on modifying the existing film flow

models that are used L,_treat the relocationof liquefiedfuel rod

material.
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bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
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